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1. We use the Passive Voice when we want to focus on the object of the action.
❏ True
❏ False

2. We will rebuild the entire block.
❏ The entire block is being rebuilt.
❏ The block may be rebuilt entirely.
❏ The entire block will be rebuilt.

3.The glass ___ by the maid
❏ was broken
❏ broke
❏ breaks

4. Over a million dollars ___ from a bank in Miami.
❏ has stolen
❏ has been stolen
❏ has steal

5. I did not beat him.
❏ He is not beaten by me.
❏ He has not beaten by me.
❏ He was not beaten by me.

6. To say who or what performs the action in the Passive Voice, we use…
❏ Will
❏ By
❏ Than

7. Many things ___ in this place.
❏ is said
❏ are said
❏ they say

8. I ___ to become successful.
❏ have always wanted
❏ am always wanted
❏ was always wanted

9. The centre forward ___ a goal
❏ scores
❏ is scored
❏ has scored

10. Vehicles parked in front of the gates will ___.
❏ removing
❏ be removed
❏ are removed

11. She will never forget this experience.
❏ This experience is not forgotten by her.
❏ This experience would never be forgotten by her.
❏ This experience will never be forgotten by her.

12. Max is fixing his car.
❏ Active Voice
❏ Passive Voice

13. My brother is cooking food.
❏ Food is being cooked by my brother.
❏ Food has been cooked by my brother.
❏ Food is being cook by my brother

14.This house will ___ soon.
❏ be buying
❏ be bought
❏ is bought

15. Claire made a cake yesterday.
❏ A cake made by Claire yesterday.
❏ A cake is made by Claire yesterday.
❏ A cake was made by Claire yesterday.

Correct Answers on final page.

Correct Answers
1. TRUE
2. The entire block will be rebuilt.
3. was broken
4. has been stolen
5. He was not beaten by me.
6. By
7. are said
8. have always wanted
9. has scored
10. be removed
11. This experience will never be forgotten by her.
12. Active Voice
13. Food is being cooked by my brother.
14. be bought
15. A cake was made by Claire yesterday.
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